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Clean Better
More surfaces get more attention.

Manual cleaning is hard, demoralizing work - bending, reaching and scrub-
bing!  It’s the main reason restrooms continue to be the largest source of complaints, and the 
biggest cleaning headache for facility managers. With traditional, manual methods, surfaces 
rarely get the thorough cleaning they need, creating unsightly conditions and the perfect 

breeding ground for odor-causing bacteria!

Hillyard Cleaning Companions 
make cleaning easy - everyday!  
Surfaces in bathrooms, like the undersides 
of  fixtures, partitions and grout lines will finally 
get the attention they deserve, improving 
restroom facilities, cleaning quality, 
and staff morale!

Complaints 

DECREASED 

by 96% 
A convenience store operator with 
over 350 locations, and extremely 
high-use restrooms, saw their 
restroom complaints drop from an 
average of 50 per week to 2 when 
they started using the Hillyard 
Cleaning Companion®. 

The soil and filth your staff is trying to 
remove mixes with the same solution 
they are using to clean with. Mops 
spread spread filth and dirt, Cleaning 
Companions remove it. 

Eliminate the 
       mop bucket.

Reduce cleaning times by as much as 67%.*

*According to ISSA standards, 
when properly performed, 

traditional restroom 
cleaning takes about 

three minutes per fixture 
and touch-free restroom 

cleaning takes about one 
minute per fixture. This 

time is fixture-based for total 
restroom cleaning which 

includes, walls, mirrors, 
floors, fixtures, trash and 

restocking of supplies.

source:  ISSA 410 
Cleaning Times

Because manual cleaning is  so difficult, there’s a good chance your staff is NOT spending 
the adequate time it takes to do the job right with traditional cleaning methods. The 
result is dirty, unsanitary restrooms.

When your staff starts using  the Cleaning Companion, your restrooms will 
be cleaner, and more sanitary in about one minute per fixture, because 
the Cleaning Companion is easier to use and more effective.

Cleaning Time and Results

Increase Productivity

Clean Faster

Improve Outcomes
Reduce Cost

Since using The Hillyard Cleaning 
Companion, our restrooms are the 

cleanest they’ve ever been, training is 
easy, my staff likes the process, and we 

have saved time and money.

John Dols
Buildings & Grounds Director

Kingsland Public Schools
Spring Valley, MN

Restrooms 
continue to 
be the most 
challanging 

area to keep 
clean.

2011 Reader Survey
Housekeeping Solutions

1
Apply

Low Pressure 
Cleaning Solution

2 Rinse
Moderate Pressure 
Fresh Water Rinse

3
Remove

Squeegee, Flat Mop, 
or Vac, It’s Your Choice 
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Total Care, Total Savings
Integrate touch-free cleaning and re-stocking supplies.  

Eliminate the Maid Cart
Clean, Vac & Supply

 Clean, Supply & Trash

Maximum Versatility
Limitless system configuration options to meet your needs.

Clean & Vac *

 Clean & Supply *+

C3XP Sustainability
Reduce chemical and water consumption - 1/2 gallon per minute 
flow rate, concentrated chemicals, and onboard dilution control.

Use environmentally-preferred cleaning solutions like Hillyard 
Green Seal™ certified Suprox®, a peroxide based multi-purpose cleaner, and 
Green Select® Bathroom Cleaner.

Designed for vacuum recovery of soiled 
solution and full-service restocking of 
restroom supplies. Removable maid
caddy nests in front-mounted pivot 
arm.  The top of C3XP acts as a 
shelf to stock 6 cartridges of 
1250mL hand soap or bulk 
soap. The water-resistant, 
zippered, rear bag can easily
hold 3 - 800 ft. hard-wound 
roll towels and 6 - rolls of 
toilet paper. There is room 
for plastic liners and other 
supplies in the caddy. 

System Components

HIL99238 - C3XP Standard Unit
HIL99240 - C3XP Recovery Unit
HIL30365 - C3XP Pivot Arm

1

Designed for squeegee and/or microfiber  
removal of soiled solution, light restroom 
trash pick-up, and full-service restocking
of restroom supplies. Removable maid 
caddy nests in front-mounted pivot 
arm or on top of the C3XP.  The
top of the C3XP or the top of the
front-mounted water-resistant
bag acts as a shelf to stock 6 
cartridges of 1250mL hand 
soap. The water-resistant, 
zippered, rear bag can hold 
3 - 800 ft. hard-wound roll
towels and 6 - rolls of toilet 
paper. There is room for  
plastic liners and other 
supplies in the caddy. 

System Components

HIL99238 - C3XP Standard Unit
HIL30730 - C3XP Utility Bag  
                       w/Pivot Arm Kit

2
3

Our most compact configuration 
is designed for quick cleaning and
vacuum recovery of soiled solution. 
The removable maid caddy rests 
on top of the C3XP where there
is room for plastic liners and
other supplies .

System Components

HIL99238 - C3XP Standard Unit
HIL99240 - C3XP Recovery Unit

Designed for squeegee and/or microfiber 
removal of soiled solution, and full-service 
restocking of restroom supplies. Removable 
maid caddy nests in front-mounted pivot 
arm or on top of the C3XP.  The top of the 
C3XP, or the top of the front-mounted, 
water-resistant bag can act as a shelf to 
stock 6 cartridges of 1250mL hand soap. The 
water-resistant, zippered bag can hold 
3 - 800 ft. hard-wound roll towels and 
6 - rolls of toilet paper. There is room 
for plastic liners and other supplies in 
the caddy. 

4

System Components

HIL99238 - C3XP Standard Unit

* Shown with optional bottle fill accessory, HIL30732.
+ Comes standard with one Mr. Long Arm Extension
    Pole.  Shown with  a second  Mr. Long Arm Ext. Pole  
    available as an accessory item

C3XP Standard Unit 
Each HIL99238, C3XP Standard  
Unit comes with the following:

  C3XP Unit w/ Battery
  Mr. Long Arm Ext. Pole
 18” C3 Squeegee
 Maid Caddy
 C3XP Utility Bag w/Pivot Arm 
 Portable Battery Charger

Simplify, Improve Productivity

Affordable Touch-free Cleaning + Total Care Restroom System = Extraordinary Outcomes!

Design Your Own System
We’ve listed four examples of how 

you can configure your C3XP. Order 
the system components listed or 

design your own system.  Add the 
accessory items that meet your 

needs and you have a custom 
restroom cleaning system!

Storage Options Unlike Any  
Other Touch-free Systems
Use the zippered, water resistant bag for storage 
or trash. The top  shelf is sewn-in on one side, and 
hook & loop fastened on the other. Shelf is in the 
up position for storage of soap or other supplies. 
Drop the shelf, and you have a fully functioning 
trash receptacle.
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C3XP Features

We’re always looking for 
products that will improve 
efficiencies and cleanliness.  
The Hillyard Cleaning 
Companion does both.  We 
have decreased our labor, 
and increased customer 
satisfaction!

Rob Ellis, Vice President
City Wide Maintenance

  Small 18” x 18” foot print

  Large water fill port

  Convenient cord wrap with dual-action  
 spray gun

  On-board, zippered, utility bag with easy-fold
 top shelf can be used for  supplies or trash

  Easily stow and remove maid caddy

  Durable, large 5” locking front casters and 
 8” rear wheels makes transport - even  
 outdoors - easy

  Optional bottle fill attachment is easy to 
 install and use

  Portable battery charger plugs right into  
 control panel

  Battery meter and run-time indicator

  Convenient, concentrated chemical storage

  Accurate water level sight gauge

  Optional front-mounted vacuum recovery

  Side-mounted wand and tool storage

C3XP Specifications

Item No. HIL99238

Footprint 18” x 18”

Height 42”

Dry Weight 70 lbs.

Hose Length 17 ft.

Water Capacity 10.1 U.S. gallons

Wand Pressure 100 psi

Pump Flow Rate 0.5 gpm

Pump Size Max rated: 1.5 gpm,
150 psi

 Battery Sealed, maintenance-free, 
Inline fused, 12V, 18 Amp Hours, 
4 hours continuous pump run-time

C3XP
Item No. HIL99240

Capacity 5 U.S. gallons

Motor 120VAC, 50-60Hz
bypass, single stage

CFM 100

Amps 6

Included 
Accessories

2-piece wand, floor tool,
2 ft. to 10 ft. recoiling 
hose, drain hose, 
30 ft. extension cord

C3XP Recovery Unit

Features and specifications subject to change without notice.
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